France 1914
Historical and Game Design Commentary:
The First World War - World War I (or 1) - was a frightening example of how easily such world holocausts can start:  entangling alliances and each side thinking the other wouldn't be so stupid as to match or exceed military escalation.  It started on 28 July 1914 and ended on 11 November 1918, thereafter known as Armistice Day.  The human and material losses were staggering:  there was a total of 17,000,000 missing and dead soldiers and countless more dead civilians.  One of the first officially recognized cases of mass genocide occurred in Turkey, where Armenian people were the victims.
I grew up Presbyterian.  I went on leave from my NATO unit in Hanau, West Germany, in Dec68 to Belfast, Northern Ireland - where, among other adventures, I had the very dubious privilege of meeting Protestant rabble rouser Rev. Ian Paisely - just before it blew up.  Walking, one day, I chanced upon the Presbyterian headquarters for Northern Ireland and went into its library.  It had the church diaries for the various counties and as I looked through one for a year of World War I, I saw one young man's death entry after another to the point it was so depressing I had to leave ... with a greater realization of the massive grief war inflicts on us, its victims.
I had always considered World War I military operations to be boring in comparison with the air and armored operations of World War 2, but hearing some GMT 1914 game playtesters whooping it up at the little Games Galore mini-convention in Gothenburg Sweden in February 2013 made me realize that virtually any game topic can be exciting if the game is properly designed.
There have been a number of games about World War 1, even just about the Western Front in 1914, but I have not yet (looking through the game listings of ConSimWorld and BoardGameGeek) identified one at France 1914's scale and with its playability.
Overall, I am satisfied with France 1914. The game took only a week to design.  I suppose there are some order of battle corrections needed - the British cavalry wasn't technically corps strength, for example - but the game scale seems perfect for enabling sufficiently realistic tactical maneuvers at its higher operational scale.
With only about 20 units on each side, relatively basic mechanics, and 12 turns, the game should take about 2 hours to play.
I should mention that this was the first time I designed a map entirely on computer. Using my $99 ModelCAD program, I set limit marks for the West Point Atlas map I based my game map upon. I then inset the map on the CAD page and superimposed over that a hexagonal grid I had (very easily) created. I had also converted the grid to a graphic jpg format and using a photo/graphics program created my game map on that.
2 things: On a .jpg a mistake is not easily undone if you realize it some additions later, and I should have done the master in color - blue for the rivers and green for the forests - even if I would be printing the draft off in black and white for playtesting. 

Play balance:  I had originally intended that there only be 8 French infantry corps.  If you think the Germans are having too hard a time of it, don't use the 9th.  I considered dropping the Liege fortress to a factor of 1, but it should be a significant obstacle and an object of early anxiety for the German Player. 

As to my two high school French teachers I mention in the game's Dedication, the first was a tall, slim girl with brown hair and (as I remember) brown eyes and a prettily pouty face.  She had long, perfect legs and full hips, and although not overly endowed, the way she moved and talked exuded sexuality hard for a 10th grader/sophomore to bear.  Then too, her stool was almost as high as her lectern, and she leaned far forward to lecture.  Although she was tastefully attired, the class's center-row seats became prized and monopolized by 11th and 12th grade male class members, although my view from the front row side was no less entertaining.  I myself earned the nickname Louis Le Placard trying to act up and catch her attention, and the barely suppressed smile on Assistant Principal Aspedon's face as he heard my account of my sophomoric stunt - and awarded me 3 (or was it 5?) detentions - indicated he understood my ... discomfiture.  Tragically, she did not return the next school year.  The locker room version was that she had been apprehended en flagrante, attempting to flee (through a window) a particularly wild New Year's Eve party in the town next door.
Her successor, the petite, bird-like Miss Klein, was just as coquettishly attractive but not so wild, although she and English teacher J.R. Martin had a lively relationship we all hoped would blossom in marriage.  (Instead, she eventually took a position in an American school in Europe.)  Miss Klein was determined that we would learn French and despite her German (Alsace-Lorraine?) surname was stridently anti-German(-language).  She would fly into a tiff every time I mischievously tried to substitute a German word for a French one.  Nonetheless, her good friend was my German teacher Frau Brodd, who was a healthy, intellectually intense - in her own way, extremely attractive - young German-American girl with short blonde hair and thick black-rimmed glasses, and who drilled us in Deutsch with such Prussian precision that I was put in Advanced German my plebe year at West Point. 

And, coincidentally, regarding Mata Hari, I doubt she was as effective a spy as she can be in the game.  (See Games Played for our first playtest game of France 1914.)  She was originally Dutch, had been married and divorced, and was the mother of 2 children.  Her fame was that she was the first woman and "legitimate performer" to cavort completely nude on stage in Paris, which even attracted wayward royalty.  However, she was flat-chested and had a rather homely face, so she was soon eclipsed by better endowed competitors.  She then became a shrewd and popular courtesan, rapporting well with France and Europe's powerful men ... and took up espionage as a sideline.  When she was finally arrested, there was controversy, some claiming the charges were false and/or unsustainable and others suspecting her case was a diversion from the terrible, embittering losses at the front.  (An entire generation of French men was being wiped out.)  However, German records found some 40 years after her execution in 1917 verified she was indeed their spy.

Advice on Play of the Game:
Ideally, the game should be played twice, with a more experienced player the Germans first.  Then the Game Points for both games can be compared and totalled to see who is the overall winner.
We have not yet had a game where the Germans have attempted to punch through the French/German border (or vice versa a la France's Plan 17), but the attempt would seem as prohibitive as it was historically.
The purpose of the Belgian route - the von Schlieffen Plan - is to get into more open country and stretch out the French and Allied armies ... even if there are ultimately 8 of those vs. the Germans' 7 ... to enable breakthroughs.  (Remember that the Belgian Army and BEF are irreplaceable.)  As the Germans going through Belgium, you will generally want to avoid exchanges - replacements have to travel a very long way, and Allied vs. German relative strength equalizes over time with the equal replacement rate.  Using breakthrough, try to out-flank Allied armies and maneuver them out of entrenched defensive lines, and go for destroying units by surrounded attacks.
As the Allies, keep your lines intact, entrench whenever possible,  and have a reserve positioned to cover potential holes.  If the German tries the extended run around your Channel flank and you have the replacements, exchanges can knock the wind out of him.  Remember that you should have the BEF positioned on or near a Channel port and ready to escape to England if a French collapse - German capture of all Paris and immediate victory - appears to be inevitable and imminent. 
Et Bon Chance!
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